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ABSTRACT
We present a systematic analysis of the reaction of dark matter distribution to
galaxy formation across more than eight orders of magnitude in stellar mass. We extend
the previous work presented in the NIHAO-IV paper (Tollet et al.) by adding 46 new
high resolution simulations of massive galaxies performed with the inclusion of Black
Hole feedback. We show that outflows generated by the AGN are able to partially
counteract the dark matter contraction due to the large central stellar component in
massive haloes. The net effect is to relax the central dark matter distribution that
moves to a less cuspy density profiles at halo mass larger than ≈ 3× 1012 M . The
scatter around the mean value of the density profile slope (α) is fairly constant (∆α ≈
0.3), with the exception of galaxies with halo masses around 1012 M , at the transition
from stellar to AGN feedback dominated systems, where the scatter increases by almost
a factor three. We provide useful fitting formulas for the slope of the dark matter
density profiles at few percent of the virial radius for the whole stellar mass range:
105−1012 M (2×109−5×1013 M in halo mass).
Key words: cosmology: theory – dark matter – galaxies: formation – galaxies: kine-
matics and dynamics – methods: numerical
1 INTRODUCTION
A clear picture of the distribution of dark matter in galaxies
is one of the most important capstones towards a full under-
standing of the nature of dark matter and a firm confirma-
tion of the current structure formation paradigm based on
the Lambda Cold Dark Matter model (e.g. Ade et al. 2014).
Pure gravity (collision-less) simulations make clear pre-
dictions on the dependence of the dark matter distribution
on the nature of dark matter constituents (e.g. cold vs. warm
Navarro et al. 1997; Maccio` et al. 2008; Schneider et al. 2014;
Lovell et al. 2012), and hence provide a tool to shed light on
the dark sector; but unfortunately the situation is not so sim-
ple. In the recent years, it has become more and more evident
that the galaxy formation process (dissipational and colli-
sional) is able to alter the dark matter distribution. There
are mainly two competing processes at work: the central stel-
lar component acts as a gravitation sink for the dark matter
? E-mail: maccio@nyu.edu
† E-mail: sc6459@nyu.edu
(DM) that then tends to contract towards the center (e.g.
Blumenthal et al. 1986; Gnedin et al. 2004; Abadi et al. 2010;
Schaller et al. 2015), on the other hand vigorous gas outflows
generate rapid change of the total gravitational potential
and these fluctuations in the central potential irreversibly
(i.e. non-adiabatically Pontzen & Governato 2012) transfer
energy into collision-less particles, thus expanding the DM
distribution. These strong gas outflows are triggered by stel-
lar (and active galactic nuclei) feedback (Navarro et al. 1996;
Read & Gilmore 2005; Mashchenko et al. 2008; Maccio` et al.
2012; Pontzen & Governato 2014; Madau et al. 2014; Fre-
undlich et al. 2020).
The exact magnitude of the final effect of these two com-
peting effects, and their dependence on the adopted schemes
and parameters for the description of subgrid processes is
still under debate (Dutton et al. 2017; Bose et al. 2019),
nevertheless there is mounting consensus that baryons do
have an important role in shaping the dark matter distri-
bution (see recent review from Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin
(2017) and also Qin et al. (2017) for additional effects able
to modify the dm distribution).
c© 2020 The Authors
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Several groups have tried to use large sets of high reso-
lution simulations to quantify the impact of baryons on re-
distributing dark matter and how this changes as a function
of galactic stellar and halo mass. Di Cintio et al. (2014) us-
ing the MaGICC simulation suite (Stinson et al. 2013a) first
showed that the modification of the initial DM profile (either
leading towards expansion or contraction) is linked to the in-
tegrated star formation efficiency of a galaxy, which can be
captured by the present day stellar massaˆA˘S¸halo mass ratio
(Mstar/Mhalo), and that this result holds for different stellar
feedback implementations.
Tollet et al. (2016) (hereafter NIHAO-IV) has later con-
firmed and extended the findings of Di Cintio et al. (2014)
using 67 NIHAO galaxies from Wang et al. (2015) covering
halo mass range of about two decades from 1010 to 1012 M
. Finally the key role of the ratio Mstar/Mhalo has been inde-
pendently confirmed by Chan et al. (2015) using the FIRE
simulations from Hopkins et al. (2014) (see also On˜orbe et al.
2015). On the other hand none of the studies mentioned
above has been able to go beyond the tip of the star for-
mation efficiency located around the mass of our own Milky
Way (Mhalo ∼ 1012 M ). After this mass threshold feedback
from supermassive black holes is expected to become the
dominant source of energy in the intra and circum galactic
medium (e.g. Croton et al. 2006).
The effect of AGN feedback on dark matter distribution
has been addressed using large scales simulations by, among
others, Duffy et al. (2010) using the OWLs simulations and
Peirani et al. (2017) using the horizon simulations. Both
study found an overall contraction of the dark matter, while
Teyssier et al. (2011) using a single high resolution cluster-
size halo, found evidence for slight adiabatic expansion, due
to their vigorous AGN feedback.
The scope of this Letter is to reanalyze in a consis-
tent fashion the new, enlarged NIHAO sample with feedback
from AGNs, and to test and extend the previous results from
NIHAO-IV to a much larger stellar mass range in order to
assess the effect of BH feedback on the dark matter distri-
bution. We have a total of 96 galaxies run without AGN
feedback (29 more than in the original NIHAO-IV paper)
and 46 new galaxies run with AGN feedback (from Blank
et al. 2019), which allow us to study the DM reaction to
galaxy formation on more than eight orders of magnitude in
stellar mass. We present new fitting formulas able to success-
fully capture this response as a function of different galaxy
parameters (e.g. halo mass, stellar mass etc.) on the whole
mass range.
2 SIMULATIONS
This Letter is based on an extended version of the NIHAO
(Numerical Investigation of Hundred Astrophysical Objects)
suite of cosmological hydrodynamical simulations (Wang
et al. 2015; Blank et al. 2019)
The set of simulations are based on the gasoline2 code
(Wadsley et al. 2017), and include compton cooling and pho-
toionisation and heating from the ultraviolet background
following Haardt & Madau (2012), metal cooling, chemical
enrichment, star formation and feedback from supernovae
and massive stars (the so-called Early Stellar Feedback Stin-
son et al. 2013b). The cosmological parameters are set ac-
cording to Ade et al. (2014): Hubble parameter H0= 67.1
kms−1 Mpc−1, matter density Ωm = 0.3175, dark energy den-
sity ΩΛ = 1−Ωm −Ωr = 0.6824, baryon density Ωb = 0.0490,
normalization of the power spectrum σ8 = 0.8344, slope of
the inital power spectrum n = 0.9624, and each galaxy is
resolved with at least half a million elements (dark mat-
ter, gas and stars). The mass and spatial resolution vary
across the whole sample, from a dark matter particle mass
of mdm = 3.4×103 M (and force softening of  = 100 pc) for
dwarf galaxies to mdm = 1.4×107 M and  = 1.8 kpc for the
most massive galaxies (see Wang et al. 2015; Blank et al.
2019, for more details).
The NIHAO simulations have been proven to be very
successful in reproducing several observed scaling relations
like the Stellar Halo-Mass relation (Wang et al. 2015), the
disc gas mass and disc size relation (Maccio` et al. 2016),
the Tully-Fisher relation (Dutton et al. 2017), and the di-
versity of galaxy rotation curves (Santos-Santos et al. 2018).
The above results show that NIHAO galaxies have a realistic
distribution of the luminous and total mass and hence con-
stitute an ideal set of simulations to study the distribution
of dark matter in galaxies. A subset of NIHAO simulations
(Wang et al. 2015) has been already analyzed in the NIHAO-
IV paper, with respect to that original work we have here
added 29 galaxies created with the same code and choice of
parameters for the subgrid physics.
In order to perform simulations of massive galaxies able
to show realistic stellar masses and star formation rates, we
have recently added to the gasoline2 code a simple model
for Black Hole formation, accretion and feedback. The model
is based on BondiaˆA˘S¸HoyleaˆA˘S¸Lyttleton accretion, limited
by the Eddington rate, while the feedback is the form of pure
thermal energy (no momentum) distributed isotropically to
the gas surrounding the Black Hole (see Blank et al. 2019,
for a detailed discussion and a thorough parameter study).
We have a total of 46 new simulations, in the stellar mass
range 1010 − 1012 M , all galaxies are resolved with more
than half million elements and are all central galaxies, like
in the original NIHAO sample.
2.1 Profile Fit
With the aim of maintaining a continuity with previous
works, we strictly follow the methodology described in
NIHAO-IV. We determined the halo center by using the
shrinking sphere method (Power et al. 2003) and then we
divided the halo in fifty spherical shells with constant width
on logarithmic scale. For each shell we evaluated the average
Dark Matter density obtaining the halo density profile.
Lastly, we considered the shells with radius between 1%
and 2% of the virial radius, and we fitted the density profile
with a linear fit in the logr-logρ scale to obtain the profile
slope α (ρ∝ r−α). The virial Radius has been set as the radius
where the halo overdensity is equal to 200 times the critical
density of the universe. We have (re)computed the value
of the inner slope α for all galaxies regardless if they were
already been analyzed in NIHAO-IV.
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x [M] n n1 x0 [M] x1 [M] x2 [M] β γ δ 1-σ
Mhalo -1.35 12.64 9.24 ·1011 9.10 ·108 2.72 ·1012 1.27 1.14 1.68 0.32
Mstar -1.89 0.532 1.33 ·1011 1.23 ·105 1.33 ·1011 0.419 0.826 1.52 0.28
x n n1 n2 x0 x1 β γ  1-σ
Mstars/Mhalo -0.0385 39.11 -2.58 7.51 ·10−3 5.12 ·10−5 0.728 1.84 0.708 0.37 and 0.28
Table 1. Parameters values for the fitting functions described in eq. 1 and 2.
3 RESULTS
Our main results are summarized by Figures 1 and 2, where
we show the dependence of the inner density slope α as
a function of the halo and stellar mass respectively. In all
plots red symbols are for simulations without AGN feedback
NIHAO-IV), while blue ones are for simulations including
AGN feedback.
In the halo mass range 2×109−1012M we confirm the
previous findings from NIHAO-IV, namely a non-monotonic
behaviour of the halo response to galaxy formation, with a
peak of “core-creation” for Mhalo ≈ 1011M. In the new ex-
plored halo mass range (Mhalo > 2×1012) the new simulations
including AGN feedback deviate from a mere extrapolation
of the NIHAO-IV fitting formula and show a progressive re-
laxation of the halo with a density profile shallower than
that predicted by pure Nbody simulations (Dutton & Mac-
cio` 2014), even though still cuspy.
The same considerations apply to the behaviour of α vs
the stellar mass shown in Figure 2, with the new simulations
with AGN feedback showing an up-turn in the relation for
Mstar > 1011M.
We tried to capture the overall behavior of the halo
inner slope as a function of Mhalo and Mstar using an updated
version of the fitting function proposed in NIHAO-IV:
α(x) = n− log10
n1 (1+ xx1
)−β
+
(
x
x0
)γ+ log10 1+ ( xx2
)δ . (1)
where the only difference is the extra additive term. We
use this equation for fitting the combined galaxy catalogue;
results are listed in table 3.
In previous works (e.g. Di Cintio et al. 2014; Chan et al.
2015) it has been shown that the integrated star formation
rate, parametrized as the ratio between Mstar/Mhalo, is the
actual driver that describes the changes in the dark matter
distribution. The results for our simulations are shown in
Figure 3; since the relation between the star formation effi-
ciency and the halo mass is not monotonic, massive galaxies
somehow “walk backwards” in the plot and are over-imposed
to lower mass galaxies, which limits the use of this param-
eter to describe the whole population. To mathematically
describe the α dependence on Mstar/Mhalo we use a combina-
tion of NIHAO-IV original fitting function and a linear fit
in the semilog scale:
α (x) =
n− log10
[
n1
(
1+ xx1
)−β
+
(
x
x0
)γ]
, if Mhalo ∼< 4 ·1012M
n2 −  log10 x, if Mhalo ∼> 4 ·1012M
.
(2)
Since the two branches of this relation are obtained by fitting
two different catalogs, the turning point must be used with
caution. This point reasonably correspond to the minimum
of α(Mhalo), that lays around Mhalo ∼ 4 · 1012M, or equiva-
lently Mstar ∼ 2 ·1011M.
The scatter around all the proposed relations is constant
with a value of about σ= 0.32 for the α−Mhalo relation and of
0.28 for the α−Mstar one (this scatter is computed using all
galaxies in the sample, a mass dependent value of the scatter
is reported in the caption of figures 1 and 2). A constant
scatter is a good approximation for most of the mass range
inspected, with the exception of a region around 1012 (2×
1010) M in halo (stellar) mass. This larger scatter seems to
be independent of the presence or absence of AGN feedback,
and instead more inherent to this specific mass scale.
In order to better understand the origin of this large
scatter we have looked in details to four galaxies, with sim-
ilar halo masses at z = 0 (Mhalo ∼ 1012M) but very different
values for α: two with shallow density profiles (α>−0.5), and
two quite cuspy (α<−1.5). In Figure 4 we show the time evo-
lution of five different parameters that might influence the
DM reaction to galaxy formation: namely, the black hole
mass, the amount of cold gas, the stellar to mass ratio, the
halo mass, and the star formation rate.
Our analysis suggests that the main driver for the dif-
ferent α of these galaxies is the different assembly time of
the stellar mass. The two galaxies with cuspy profiles at
z = 0 have a vigorous SFR in between z = 1 and z = 2, as
a consequence their stellar to halo mass ratio is very high
in the past, which causes the halo to contract, due to its
large stellar body (see the discussion in NIHAO-IV). Such
a contracted halo is set very early (z ≈ 2) and, once estab-
lished, it is very hard for outflows generated by the stellar or
AGN feedback to reverse it. On the contrary the two galax-
ies with shallow profiles at z = 0 have a less intense SFR, as
a consequence the stellar body forms more gradually, and
the potential fluctuations due to gas outflows are able to
expand the dark matter halo distribution (Pontzen & Gov-
ernato 2012).
4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this Letter we have presented a systematicc analysis of the
reaction of the dark matter distribution to galaxy formation
on more than eight orders of magnitute in stellar mass. This
work is based on the extended NIHAO suite (Wang et al.
2015), that now includes AGN feedback for massive haloes
(Blank et al. 2019) and counts more than 140 high resolu-
tions galaxies, with halo masses from 2 ·109M till 5 ·1013M.
We confirm the results previously obtained on a re-
stricted mass range by NIHAO-IV (see also Di Cintio et al.
2014; Chan et al. 2015), namely that the halo response is not
MNRAS 000, 1–5 (2020)
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Figure 1. Halo inner density profile slope α as a function of the halo mass Mhalo at redshift z = 0. The red and blue symbols represent
galaxies without and with BH feedback, respectively. The black solid line corresponds to the best fit from eq. 1 of the combined catalog;
the dashed line is the relation proposed in NIHAO-IV, based on a subset of the NIHAO galaxies without BH. The gray shaded area
shows the one sigma scatter (0.32) for the whole sample: the scatter in the mass bins 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013 M with a ∆Mhalo of one dex
is: 0.26, 0.28, 0.50, 0.18 respectively.
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Figure 2. Halo inner density profile slope α as a function of the stellar mass Mstar. Colors, symbols and fitting functions are the same as
in Fig. 1. The global one sigma scatter represented by the gray area is 0.28, while scatter in the mass bins 105, 107, 109, 1011 M with a
∆Mstar of two dex is: 0.19, 0.26, 0.22, 0.33 respectively.
monotonic, low mass haloes (Mhalo < 2 ·1010M ) retain the
original cuspy CDM profile, then there is a progressive relax-
ation of the halo that culminates with the creation of a dark
matter core for Mhalo ≈ 1011M, after this pivot point the
halo starts to progressively contract back reaching a slope
of -1.5 at Mhalo ≈ 1012M.
For the first time we have explored the halo reaction on
mass scales beyond 1012M with a large number of galax-
ies. We found that outflows generated by AGNs are able to
partially counteract the dark matter contraction on these
scales, and there is a relaxation of the halo, with an increas-
ing slope of the density profile, that sits around -1.2 at the
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edge of our mass range. The behaviour of the inner density
slope of the dark matter distribution, α, as a function of
the halo or stellar mass is captured by a simple analytical
behaviour. The scatter around the mean value is constant
and of the order of 0.32, with the exception of haloes around
1012M. At this mass scale, where we see the peak of star
formation efficiency, the competing behaviour of contraction
due to the creation of a large stellar body, and the expansion
due to vigorous outflows (due to both stellar and AGN feed-
back), more than doubles the scatter and hence any mean
expectation value, especially if compared with observations,
should be used with extreme care.
Finally we provide easy to use fitting formulas that char-
acterize the halo response as a function of stellar and halo
mass; such formulas can be of use to set up dark matter
haloes taking into account the effect of galaxy formation
and to make comparisons with observed values.
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with halo mass Mhalo ∼ 1012 M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inner slope α, Mstar/Mhalo ratio, halo mass Mhalo, black hole mass
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